
 

Kentec Loop Explorer

Loop Explorer is developed as a PC application using the latest Microsoft technology. Built on the latest Java platform, it is also being used on smaller mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets allowing configurable events to be delivered from any location to any user. Loop Explorer provides single device control of your
networked fire alarm system. Loop Explorer provides access to full details of fire alarm networks. It allows a user to plan fire alarm control networks, simulate single or multiple devices to detect fire or physical fault conditions and perform any tests required. When a fire alarm network is operating, Loop Explorer is able to
display the number of devices connected in the network and its configuration. These details allow a user to monitor system health and identify where a fault may be occurring in a fire alarm network. Loop Explorer can simulate a single fault event or multiple fault events on a network. Fire spread events can be simulated

allowing a user to determine the ability of their systems to detect a fire. Loop Explorer is not only used to design and install networked fire alarm systems. It provides a range of additional features. Using a touch screen interface, Loop Explorer provides full control of the configuration of devices, selecting their activation, in-
service and fault testing, alarms and the generation of smoke events. Using Smart Cards, Loop Explorer is able to secure configuration of fire alarm systems. It can read and erase Smart Cards to provide a secure method of storing key data. A full range of reports are available to give a detailed insight into how a fire alarm

network is performing. This information can be displayed as tables, graphs and charts. A wide range of alarms are available which are capable of reporting events.
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Kentec is the global leader in advanced control panel technology for Fire Detection and Extinguishant Control. Kentec products are customer focused and comply with ISO, EN54, EN12094, UL, FM, BSI, IEC, IEEE, NENA and CSA standards. We offer the most comprehensive range of products available for Fire Detection and
Extinguishant Control. We are the only control panel manufacturer to offer a full line of standard and custom control panels, remote monitoring systems and remote power and communications modules. Kentec products are tested and approved to international standards such as EN54, EN12094, UL and FM. Kentec achieved

Investors in people accreditation in 2004. Our management systems are ISO 9001:2008 approved and our policy for environmental awareness was officially recognized in 2007 when we gained our ISO 14001 certification from BSI. In 2008 Kentec was proud to be awarded the Royal Warrant of Appointment by Her Majesty The
Queen. Kentec offers the most comprehensive range of Conventional, Analogue Addressable Fire Detection and Extinguishant Control Panels available. Our Custom Build Service is also highly regarded in the industry and utilises our expertise in Control Panel technology to design and build high quality products to exacting
customers specifications. Marine products are now an important part of our product portfolio. Here are some useful links for installing the Kentec loop explorer within the Syncro system and connecting the panels together: Loop Explorer Download loop explorer - Latest release (23rd April 2012) Syncro XT+ Download syncro

XT+ Syncro XT- FW Download syncro XT- FW 5ec8ef588b
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